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“My husband gave me a necklace.
It’s fake. I requested fake. Maybe
I’m paranoid, but in this day
and age, I don’t want something
around my neck that’s worth
more than my head.”
-Rita Rudner

Physicists Known
for Problems
with Balls
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

I shit you not, it is true! After
being informed by a contact
at the KBC, it turns outs that
the Michigan Tech physics
program is known for balls.
Hard balls. And stuffing these
hard balls, in fact, into tiny
spaces.
After extensive research into
different physics problems
and which research on these
said problems were cited
the most, Michigan Tech’s
ball-stuffing physicists came
out on top. Over 60% of
the research with Michigan
Tech credentials was related
to the issue of stuffing balls
into an enclosed area. The
problem has a more technical name: Exact Solution
of the Percus-Yevick Integral
Equation for Hard Spheres,
as well as Analytic Solution
of the Percus-Yevick Equation, both solved by Michael
Wertheim.
...see BALLS on back
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The Steaming Pile

Talkers

By Alec THE Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Last weekend I went to a friend’s cabin
to chill with some of the homies.

out of you need it. After some sessions
of talking I like to move on to meditation.

Unfortunately, one of those homies is a I find the constant sound of someone
talker. Who’s
else’s banter
a talker? Well,
stressful, so
I guess evmeditation
eryone is but
beforehand
what sets this
is always a
talker apar t
good thing.
from the
For tunately,
others is the
I never miss
sheer volume
a chance to
of words
break out the
that comes
Buddha and
from this
relax. After
guy’s mouth.
meditation, I
Whether it be
find dealing
sports, poliwith a talker
tics, or the
to be a much
weather he
more pleasCommon side effect of being a talker:
never ceases to
ant task and
Oral Arrows
talk. I learned
luckily mediover the weekend there’s a lot one can tation is something that can be done
do to get a talker to talk less.
multiple times and can be done nearly
anywhere. But watch out for a talker.
What I like to do first is mentally prepare They can’t stand silence.
for the talking. It can’t be annoying if you
don’t perceive it as so. Obviously, this is Now that you’ve prepared yourself
easier said than done so I recommend for a talker, it’s important to follow up
calling someone who talks too much. your preparation with implementation.
This will prepare you for being in a situa- NEVER let a talker drink too much. They
tion with a talker but still offer you a way often times talk more and talk about shit
...see like, um, Valley Girls, on back

A dyslexic man walks into a bra...

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Final Projects/Presentations

The Many Sweaters of John
Jaszczak (sp?)
Ass Sizes Around the World: A
Cultural Study
Metallurgy vs Dicking Around
With Hot Stuff
1001 Healthy Recipes Using
Bukkake
Mathematical Modeling of the
Tech Ratio
A Cinematographer’s Take on
Porn
Strange Black Friday Sales Items
Dragons - They Are Real
Virgins - do they taste better?
The Break Point of Local Elevators
A Study on Grades at the T =
(Before) and T = (After) Winter
Carnival
The Life and Times of the EERC
Tree
Anatomy of the Brain of a CS
major

Ways to be Learned in Engrish
Pokemon Anatomy and Physiology
Chemistry and Benefits of Liquor
and Beer
Things You Shouldn’t Lick
Exploration of the Ecosystem of
Sunshine’s Beard
Effects of Alcohol on the Dating
Environment
Click to add title: Click to add text
The Singularly Vital Importance of
Brevity to Communication With
Rolling, Hating, Riding Dirty: Ethics
In Automotive Engineering
Sex Techniques Through the Ages:
A Practical Demonstration
Beer Pong Etiquette: A How-To
Drink Mixology
Women: the Rarer Species
The Philosophy of the Frat Mattress
Reproduction of CS Majors: Looking at the Phenomenon of Budding
A Condom Comparison

Black Friday Bop

by Matt “Undercover Minority” Villa~ Daily Bull

Sunshine’s Searcher: Thanksgiving
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

(to the tune of “Blitzkrieg Bop” by the Black Friday Bop
Ramones)
Now it’s off to Best Buy,
Target Ho, Let’s go
For a Gift Card for this one guy,
Wall-mart Ho, Let’s go
Secret Santa gets them so high,
Black Friday Bop
They’re forming up in long lines
In the middle of the night
Best Buy Ho, Let’s Go
Shoppers losing their minds,
Push others out the way now,
Black Friday Bop
What they want, I don’t know,
But they’ll kill for it now, so get ready
They’re plowing through the front
to go!
door,
People are trampled on the floor
Presents piling in the backseat,
Yet they get up so they can buy
To be put under that big tree,
more,
Cause Christmas is in a month see,
Black Friday Bop
Black Friday Bop
Mall Ho, Let’s go
Steal from other peoples carts now,
What they bought, I don’t know,
We’re all rung up and ready to go!

Now it’s time to go to bed,
Dream of sales in their heads,
And bruises from the dreaded,
Black Friday Bop

Fiddle with their car keys
Trunk is full of DVD’s
Cause they absolutely need these

Kohls Ho, Let’s go,
Marshall’s Ho, Lets go
Macy’s Ho, Lets go,
Black Friday Ho, Lets go!
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you don’t want to hear about. I also
recommend not bringing up any hot
button issues or anything the talker is
passionate about. This will often times
only incite more talking and nobody
wants to hear that.

This is impressive for a number of
reasons: apparently physics is as (but
not anymore) useful as we originally
thought, and apparently physicists on
campus are/were being taught how
to stuff hard balls in small, tight areas
by some of the best in such an area.
Oh, and the endless dirty jokes at
their disposal. Those ball-stuffers…

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu
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This is what happens when you pay 4chan to advertise for you...

But what about the times you need information from a talker? You know the
answer to your question should be a
one word answer but somehow it just
never is. This is why you either preface
your question with some wording like
“yes or no” or “in the left or right ear”,
or just grow impatient and ask “what’s
your point”. Hopefully now, you will
never have to be scarred by the emotional turmoil brought about by being
in the vicinity of a talker.

